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AESTHETICS OF
DREAMS
“The dream is the liberation of the spirit from the
pressure of external nature, a detachment of the
soul from the fetters of matter.”
- Sigmund Freud

How much does the subconscious influence a work
of art? This exhibition presents works related to
dreams as an inspiration, an aesthetic, an emotion
or an unconscious feeling. Featuring different mediums, these works can either evoke a good dream or a
nightmare, kindness or anxiety. Aesthetics of Dreams
is an invitation for contemplation and meditation to
open our minds and explore our dreams.
Saneun Hwang’s work heightens the viewer’s experience giving them an impression of self-reflection
and observation. As a student in Korea, she learned
to draw using stream of consciousness stemming
from her daydreams. Hwang still uses this practice
in unlocking some of her most creative ideas. She
considers her work a construct built upon the foundation of these dreams, the lightscape series being a
perfect illustration.
Natsuko Hattori works with fabric to create sculptures converting her pain, sadness, and despair into
positive energy. First Dream is a wonderful example
of her technique. Hand sewing dresses, Kimonos,
and cotton, she spends hours working to create
these sculptures bestowing upon the viewer feelings
of happiness and beauty.
Zofie King studied psychology, a field analyzing the
subconscious, which gives her work a surreal and

sometimes nightmarish quality reminiscent of the
abstract images we see when dreaming. This discipline has informed much of her work while remaining
an unconscious influence.
Sarawut Chutiwongpeti often uses his dreams when
creating new pieces. In his installations and videos,
Sarawut investigates “Strategies and Possibilities,”
synergizing his artistic strengths with “Planetary Aesthetics in Contemporary Art”.
Honnete Bas’ work is inspired by the dreams and reveries that give the sensations of reality. Using only
black, white, and red, she gives us the impression
of being in a monochromatic dream, catching only
flashes of color.
Nat Girsberger uses her subconscious mind to find
inspiration for her collages forming unique juxtapositions. The result is a strange universe, suggestive of
the surrealist movement as well as vintage Science
Fiction. Building new worlds through her work that
send the viewer directly into her futuristic visions,
she aims to create waking dreamscapes by mirroring
the non-linear nature of dreams.
Damien Anger
Chief Curator

I am honored to work with Carrie Able and to have
these talented artists displaying they artworks in our
space at Carrie Able Gallery.
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SANEUN
HWANG
“John Szarkowsky, the Director of Photography at New
York’s Museum of Modern Art in the past, states that
photography can be seen “as a means of self- expression (as a mirror),” and “as a method of exploration (as
a window).” Through a viewfinder, I get to reinterpret
and reconstruct what’s being seen through lens glass.
As it suggests, my photo series Lightscape documents
the boundary between self-reflection and observation
that I tried to envision using my installation work.

characteristic of this kind of imagery. Each incidental
but solely natural event creates a beautiful painting.
We don’t strive to achieve light. It’s just given to us. In
the work Lightscape #01 we can obviously tell which
part is the reflection of the natural light. However, as
it progress such as Lightscape #3 and #5, the encounters is getting blurry and interrupted by other
elements. In the end, Lightscape #3, the wall gets
raided completely by artificial sources.

For several years, I’ve been documenting both the interior and exterior experience of space in my life. I moved
to New York in 2013 to attend school. Since then, like
many other people residing in New York do, I’ve had to
move here and there in pursuit of a comfortable environment, it made me think about how we interpret the
space. Thus, my work conveys how these visual experiences have changed over the past years

Light to a photographer is sound to a musician. The
images created by light are constantly shifting and
changing due to changing environments that are
constantly coming from outside through the window.
Observing these subtle territorial encounters gives us
an impression about how we perceive the space. This
is a record of a silent resistance that once happened
over night, in the pursuit of making a virtual utopia

In this project, I’ve focused in particular on how interior and exterior elements interact with each other. The
wall of an interior space is a blank canvas until it is
painted by external influences. Without exterior light,
the wall returns to its original blank state as if nothing
had happened. What draws my attention is the fleeting

This is a story of getting lost and achieving resilience
to fight it off. The mise-en-scene starts quite banally
as anyone might expect; With one eager to break in,
and the other trying to fight if off at all costs. It’s a
battle of constant invasion and retreat over intangible
barrier.”
- Saneun Hwang

We don’t strive to achieve it. It’s just given to us
Lightscape series
display trans backlight paper mounted on dibond panel
(edition of 8)
9”x12”
2015
$700
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When did art become an important and regular part
of your life?
Art was always part of me for as long as I can remember. While the other children went about playing sports
my choice of recreation was arts and crafts.
In my culture, arts and humanities was either the last
thing or nonexistent on people’s mind. Everybody settled into a ritual of eat, sleep, work, repeat and played
everything safe in life. I had realized my life had become
“average” and as they say, familiarity breeds contempt.
In the midst of boredom I constantly sought new ways
to express myself.
My interests were considered impractical and my
dreams were unrealistic. Many of the other students
chose to pursue studies in economics or political science. It was the safe route if you wanted to have a stable and successful career in your adulthood. My yearning to learn about the world outside the one I was living
in led me to teach myself world history and geography.
From the Great Pyramids of Egypt to the Colosseum
of Rome, I was fascinated by the differing architectural
forms and aesthetics of various regions. It was in these
years that my eyes were opened and I could no longer
ignore my strong feelings for visual languages.
How do different art forms or technics influence
your work? What inspires you the most?
Attending a variety of studio classes at SVA gave me
many of the skills I needed. Practicing different mediums helped broaden my foundation in creating my
work.
Through photography class I discovered the importance of lighting. I learned composition from design
class, and curatorial process from school critic time.
I learned how different form of art can interact each
other and come into play in an extended form of art
interchangeably.
I am driven by art where I can combine multi disciplinary approaches. For example Olafur Eliasson’s The
Weather Project, Robert Irwin’s scrim installation, and
Jacob Hashimoto’s stunning skyfarm fortress, utilizes
the space and give a time/space related experience to
viewers. Their work requires a comprehensive understanding over different art practices. It’s not conventional form of art. It tantalizingly hovers the border of
many aspects of media: architecture, sculpture, lighting art, and etc.
Through this, I learned art doesn’t have to stay in its
fixed form. It can be versatile.

Do you think your dreams inspire your work?
Dream has many different connotations, but can
be unified in one sentence: throw yourself in an
unknown state.
Sigmund Freud once stated, “Dream can be considered to be the royal road to the unconscious as it
is in dreams that the ego’s defenses are lowered so
that some of the repressed material comes through to
awareness….”
One of my art instructors that I met in Korea, he
always prioritized the importance.
I once had an art teacher who always emphasized
the importance of keeping a sketchbook ready. On
the first day of class, he assigned us to fill 100 pages
as homework and would show some examples. To fill
those 100 pages I drew with a stream of consciousness stemming from daydreams of my subconscious
or dreams of my unconscious mind. Later I would
realize this practice unlocked some of my best ideas
or works from my dreams. My work is only the surface
built upon the foundation of my dreams.
Like the imagination, dreams have no limitations. If
one is willing to explore they will find much inspiration. It’s a record of self-expression and self-exploration.
What can we find beyond your images? What
dream does your work tell us?
I make visual archives of space, time and memory
by interweaving installation, photography along with
other elements. Especially, I became interested in the
close relation between light and space. 17th-century Dutch painters Pieter De Hooch and Johannes
Vermeer portrayed the beauty of daily life scene in the
dazzling sunlight. Olafur Eliasson and James Turrell
interpret light as a key element in relation to understanding the space.
In this project Lightscape, I explored ways to tell a
time-based story and experimented how much control can I bring in. Through my work, I intend to present an empowering narrative of daily life. Dream is
something we always chase after. But can we found
something on a daily basis? In our repetitive daily life,
it might hard to find any aesthetics or meaning from
it. However, experimental images that I created in this
work would like to present one thing: sometimes, an
ordinary thing can be a special aspiration. My work
heightens viewer’s experience and gives them an
impression on self-reflection and observation.
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NATSUKO
HATTORI
“Fabric is my medium of choice because people everywhere can relate more easily to this material, which conveys warmth, natural softness and the intimate human
touch. The act of wrapping is central to my sculptures.
The gesture of wrapping each round ball, is an act of
transformation that converts pain, sadness and despair
into positive energy, such as love or a prayer for comfort.
My work conveys a sense of happiness and celebrates
the human spirit.”
- Natsuko Hattori

First Dream
Fabric (Dresses and Kimono), sewn cotton, wire
Sewing by hand.
48”x48”
2018
$8,000
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When did art become an important and regular part
of your life?
I got into art when I was seven and began to go to a
painter’s studio near my house. I ended up going there
everyday because I have liked making art and did my
very first oil painting there. As a child, it was my dream
to become an artist when I grew up. Having said that,
I knew it was as unrealistic as a little girl wanting to
become a fairy tale princess. So I didn’t tell anyone
around about it, even my parents and teachers at school.
When I was in junior high school, I saw the artworks
by Sam Francis at a museum in my hometown. There
were three huge paintings covering the entire wall. The
colors were so overwhelming and beautiful that they literally took my breath away! I couldn’t believe how happy
they made me feel. That’s when becoming an artist
turned me from a mere dream to a realistic goal.
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How do different art forms or technics influence your
work? What inspires you the most?
I was influenced by many different arts; especially Mixed
Media that I stared after I moved to NY.
Do you think your dreams inspire your work?
Yes, sometimes I see beautiful images in my dream.
What can we find beyond your images? What dream
does your work tell us?
It’s up to viewers. I just want to make beautiful things.
Each my artwork has different meaning. I hope people
feel warm and happy when seeing my artwork
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ZOFIE
KING
“In my current work I delve deeper into my fascination
with psychology, particularly how perceptions and beliefs influence human behavior and, in effect, create reality. I examine these phenomena by crafting narrative vignettes, applying visual layers that contain scientific and
superstitious facets. Divided drawers and boxes serve
as polyptychs, highlighting different elements of a story
in separate compartments, a technique I borrowed from
medieval gothic art. I reflect on how these containers
can function to hide secret contents and yet have the
potential to reveal them.
Primarily a photographer and assemblage artist, I use
materials that relate to the specific story I am trying to
convey. Found objects from bygone times, mixed with
those found in nature, are meant to evoke a Wunderkammer effect, but each object represents a key narrative
element, as does the photographic imagery I include.”
- Zofie King

Nocebo
Found objects, acrylic, transfers, plexiglass, placebo pills
16.5”x32”x1.5”
2016
$2,200
Confabulation Carnival
Found objects, acrylic, transfers on puzzle, plywood, motor,
thread, plexiglass
16.5”x32”x1.5”
2016
$2,200
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When did art become an important and regular part
of your life?
Through unforeseen circumstances I found myself in a
bureaucratic exile for seven months in the year 2000.
Barred from the life I had started in the US two years
earlier, I was back in my childhood room in Germany,
beginning to question my trajectory of wanting to
become a psychologist. To keep busy, I started to draw,
enrolled in a pottery class and took the bus to Paris,
where I walked for hours while shooting a roll of sepia
film. I realized that I needed to shift gears. I finished my
psychology degree while simultaneously starting an art
degree, and though I have always used various media,
art has been integral to my life ever since.

How do different art forms or technics influence your
work? What inspires you the most?
I am inspired by a variety of influences which include
gothic triptychs, cabinets of curiosity, and artists that
tend towards surrealism, such as Joseph Cornell. My
work tends to be narrative and laden with symbols,
using vignettes of photography, photomontage and
found objects. Drawers often form an important framework, harking back to a curiosity I’ve had about closed
drawers and their contents. They can hide secrets, or
reveal them. Last but not least, psychology has been a
huge influence on my work. I am fascinated with people’s beliefs and perceptions, and by the phenomena
that stem from these. I am always attempting to create
layers of science and superstition in my pieces.
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Do you think your dreams inspire your work?
Dreams are certainly a psychological phenomenon, and
my pieces sometimes have a dream-like (or rather nightmarish) quality to them. It’s hard to say whether I’ve had
any specific dreams that inspired my work, but when
figuring out how to finish a piece, I find that it helps to
sleep on it… so perhaps the solution was delivered in
my dreams without my being conscious of it.
What can we find beyond your images? What dream
does your work tell us?
Though aesthetics are important to me, there is definitely
a lot below the surface. Since I am exploring ideas about
psychology, I try to convey concepts through symbols
that reflect these ideas, and I suppose dreams are like
this, too. My piece “Confabulation Carnival” examines
the fragility of memory, its subjectiveness and openness
to suggestion. Seeing a childhood photograph that I had
no memory of, I decided to add new elements, thereby
inventing a new narrative. Inserting objects reminiscent
of childhood are meant to help jog recollection, but can
actually lead to the creation of false memories. This is
symbolized by the iconic hypnotic disc, which rotates
around a small motor. Instead of being stable and concrete, memories tends to be puzzle-like, constantly disintegrating as we try to hold on to a disappearing thread.
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SARAWUT
CHUTIWONGPETI
“My goal is to investigate the expressive possibilities of
conceptual visual language and to develop Collaborative New Art as part of both Contemporary Art/ Contemporary Global Structure and the Technological Civilization in which we live today. I am especially interested
in finding out how contemporary art can enhance the
distribution of information and foster a profound universality in the human nature and cross-cultural artistic and
critical collaboration. The meaning of the very possibility
to enrich contemporary art may also come into question.
In my inquiry, I am guided by the following set of questions: Are sensations-reactions to contemporary art still
significant today? In what way and how can contemporary art theory and practice address and help solve
today’s global problems? And finally, Can contemporary
conceptual art disclose the corrupted social values in
mega polices and create a bridge between the present
and the future generations?.
Today, the world comprises of uncertainties and ambiguities. Science and civilization are not able to yield

all answers or solutions to our satisfaction.At times,
knowledge may comprise of power with impact that
are beyond individual’s intuition and intellect. Often advancement in science have challenged moral codes and
ethics as well as faith and religion. When science and
technology are utilized in appreciate. They being harm
and threat to humanity.
The contradictory side of utopia is full of pessimism.
Man’s quest to conquer distant galaxies, endless search
for territories and colonies reflect his inner instinct for
power, aggrandizement, and control. The imbalance of
power between those who control and those under control has contributed to disorder and dilemma.
In the era of confusion and distortion values of aesthetics and common sense have been greatly transformed
At the end of the century we are facing the crisis of
world civilization.”
- Sarawut Chutiwongpeti

The Critical Time of the World Civilization
Single Chanel Projection
03:49 Min
2015 (Re-edit)
$10,000
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When did art become an important and regular part
of your life?
I have been a full time contemporary artist since 1999.
Beginning a professional career is not easy for people of
a developing country. I became a working artist from my
own passion and commitment. I am interested in revealing facets of shifting cultural identities.
How do different art forms or technics influence your
work? What inspires you the most?
I search for primary materials that I can transform into
art, I appreciate the value of the exotic, ethnic culture
of my world. My work is inspired from local daily life,
especially by materials I discover by chance in unexpected situations. I am close with my family and they
are also a source of great inspiration to me. My parents
are my greatest sources of inspiration; they keep me
motivated and encourage me to hold my head high and
keep moving. Regarding artists, I rate highly the great
creative personalities of Marcel Duchamp and Joseph
Beuys. However, my admiration for them does not originate from any book or curator’s catalogue, theorist or art
historian. Rather, it stems from my real feelings for their
artwork, as I experience it personally.
Do you think your dreams inspire your work?
Yes, I think so. I often use my dream to lead me to created the new works. I use my dreams to investigate
the “Strategies and Possibilities” to further the artistic
strengths in relations with “Planetary Aesthetics in Contemporary Art”
What can we find beyond your images? What dream
does your work tell us?
Dreams coincide with positive and wishful thinking. As
an artist, I would like to explore, investigate and introduce the “grammar of things” that not yet count it in
another context and dimension. For example; disappointments, sadness, the art of real life with factual stories on the human condition.
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HONNETE
BAS
“These pieces are moments of my emotional metamorphosis. They are parallel to the duality of complex as a
being. Symbolizing relativity, I favor black and white.
Red was a detrimental color in my upbringing. I was told
that I wasn’t to wear the color, it was frowned upon. I
began to challenge myself to create with it.
In my flow I welcome darkness, it allows me to see light.
There is something intoxicating about the cycle of a balance. I believe that rebirthing the color red will allow me
to reflect and rise above what I was taught.”
- Honnete Bas

+ Scared Away Acrylic on canvas
14”x14”
2016
$1,200
+ Was Young Acrylic on canvas
30”x48”
2016
$2,200
+ Crave Touch Acrylic on canvas
30”x48”
2016
$2,200
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When did art become an important and regular part
of your life?
As early as I can remember, the arts played a big role
in my life. I dabbles in different mediums in school and
after. From piano, ballet to choir, drawing..
I would say my earliest memory was when I was finally
able to dress myself and that holds a very major role in
my regular life today.
How do different art forms or technics influence your
work? What inspires you the most?
I find that the art forms I delve in may vary but, from
medium to medium they become bi products of each
other and fuel one another. My feelings inspire me, I am
very sensitive to my environment and receptive in ways
that often mirror the energy that I feel or am exposed to.
I am drawn to math, shapes and numbers intrigue me
equally to this world.
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Do you think your dreams inspire your work?
Sometimes, my dreams can be very vivid and very real.
They impact me temporarily but I would say my day
dreams inspire my work more than my actual dreams.
What can we find beyond your images? What dream
does your work tell us?
You can find yourself, if you allow it. A dream that can
either begin or end with a happy ending.
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NAT
GIRSBERGER
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My art practice is a collaboration with my unconscious, a beautiful interplay between what surfaces
intuitively and what I choose to make of it in conjunction with the materials available. I feel that I carry
a limitless microcosm within. Yet this vastness gets
externally limited as I subscribe to a reality that I
had little influence in creating. I have been exploring this issue in collaging, as the medium lends itself
to an instinctive, ‘automatic’ process of selecting
and arranging. In collaging, the subconscious mind
finds new relationships by juxtaposing what does not
usually go together, it taps into layers of being that
are unexplored. The infinite possibilities of the process suit my inner world, while liberating my experience from the boundaries of rationalism. My work
is in conversation with that of a thread of surrealist
artists through the 20th century. The lineage of surrealism challenges reality by encouraging the dialogue
between ego and what is unknown to it, which is
exactly what I am interested in.

What moves me into a world of futuristic surrealism
is also what keeps me in the present. I am trying to
find a more satisfying way of existing as a being of
the present – a present in which I am quite capable
of embracing my inner multiverse.

I use retro material that I carefully select to handmake collages. This traditional, analog approach,
in conjunction with using vintage imagery, lets me
understand myself as but a construct of my past experiences. This is crucial in grasping how the reality that
I find so constricting has come to exist, which then
leads to its artistic defiance. I believe that a collective
unconscious with a long history of the same or similar
conditioning is at the source of everything we perceive and agree to, informing all of our actions.
I challenge our constructed reality by setting my collages in the future. Like the unconscious, this dreamlike realm of time knows no barriers of what is possible, and therefore, frequently clashes with what we
selectively perceive. I attempt to find a place where
I can defy gravity and explore our planet and solar
system. The visual outcome is connected to the core
of our truly surreal existence.

- Nat Girsberger

Therefore, my collages encapsulate the past, present and future to challenge or defy the limits of
what we perceive. By artistically adventuring into
the infinity of the psyche (which may include untold
worlds and dimensions), I can consciously create
the most rewarding physical reality possible. The
transient inner world gets collapsed into an integrated form. It’s a conscious uprising of pure and
playful intent, which hopefully speaks to a larger
existence that embraces the expansive unconscious, and the full potential of our minds and bodies. My art attempts to inspire others to express
their limitless imaginations, while unabashedly tapping into our mystical, ever-changing energy.

Not What I Expected
Analog collage
7”x11”
2016
$1,200

Drop Down
Analog collage
7”x5.5”
2016
$,800

Road Trip
Analog collage
7”x11”
2016
$1,000

Tuned In
Analog collage
6”x9”
2016
$1,000
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When did art become an important and regular part
of your life?
A basic creative practice has always been part of my
life for as long as I can recall and came naturally. I took
painting classes dating back to when I was 3 years old,
explored photography, played the piano, sang classically in musicals and operas throughout school and
also designed layouts, spaces etc. I moved to New York
when I was only 18, and that’s when I began to consciously integrate my art practice. I needed a feasible
outlet to the psychological intensity that the change of
scenery, language and worldview brought about. I gradually moved from performance, which I found interesting to understand the motivations of human behavior, to
visual language, mostly film and photography to start. I
felt visually inspired by my new environment and outlook
that was very different from what I’d previously known
and realized how there’s not just one way to see the
world. I spent time exploring these mediums around
the city. I ended up going to art school (NYU) where I
focussed on mostly film, but also took fine art classes.
At the time I was working as a photographer, shooting
fashion week and making films on the side. After school
I naturally fell into working as an art director and production designer for film and TV and photoshoots, but
become more serious about making time for my studio
practice. I made having separate space for my practice
(while working on client’s projects) a priority. Having a
studio lets me be fully immersed in the practice. Paying
rent for a studio at first was definitely a motivator to integrate plenty of studio time as well. It has since become
an automatic and basic need for me to spend most of my
time at my studio.
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How do different art forms or technics influence your
work? What inspires you the most?
What inspires me the most are less pieces of art
(although I do get inspired by surrealist artists) than
pieces of life. Having been exposed to mental illness in
my immediate family as a teenager, I became fascinated
with psychology and art as a way to delve into worlds
that are hidden to the ego. Another piece in that puzzle
is yoga, which I practice daily before my creative practice. It serves as a direct access point to my inner world.
My process is automatic (stream of consciousness) in
order to let the unconscious arise naturally and without
restricting it. Collaging layers materials the same way
that the psyche stores our experiences. Picking material
is effortless, similar to having experiences. Layering then
is the hard part, making something or re-understanding
the set of materials, or experiences given. I prefer to
work analog, as it is less planned or conceptual from the
start then digital, so there’s time for the concept to form
with the constrictions and possibilities of the material.
It’s expansion (selecting lots of imagery) and contraction
(arranging only a small selection), just like our existence
itself.
Do you think your dreams inspire your work?
I pay special attention to my dreams as a crucial part
of my inner world. Dreams to me are one way for the
psyche to process impressions and access stored experiences, art is another one. They are also both containers
for infinity to me. The fusion of the two therefore seems
natural. I borrow from the visual language of my dreams,
a world where everything is possible, like combining
what doesn’t usually go together to tap into different layers of being. It’s a direct way of expressing the unconscious’ potential. I aim to create waking dreamscapes by
mirroring the non-linear process of dreaming in my work
process as well.
What can we find beyond your images? What dream
does your work tell us?
Beyond my images, I invite viewers to find and confront
their own inner vastness, in order to unleash it. I dream
of a world where we easily integrate our inner multiverse,
a microcosm of the macrocosm, into the multiverse outside of us. My collages dream up a transient existence
that is satisfying and natural, forming a reality that we
consciously choose and evolve with every breath.
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CARRIE
ABLE

Carrie Able
Five
Oil on linen
36”x36”
2018
$12.000
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Breathing inside a color’s maze...
I dreamt of truth and enlightened ways...
Visions cast...
Seeming unreal...
Only to awake...
With purpose unfilled...
An endless journey it takes ...
For minds that search and seek....
To unveil a world yet to exist...
Only in the artist’s mind it lives...
So pen to page and brush...
To show another your truth...
Open their minds...
And let them see...
Your colors exploding freely.
- Carrie Able
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PRICE LIST
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Saneun Hwang
Lightscape series 1
Display trans backlight paper
(edition of 8)
9”x12”
2015
$700

Saneun Hwang
Lightscape series 5
Display trans backlight paper
(edition of 8)
9”x12”
2015
$700

Saneun Hwang
Lightscape series 2
Display trans backlight paper
(edition of 8)
9”x12”
2015
$700

Saneun Hwang
Lightscape series 6
Display trans backlight paper
(edition of 8)
9”x12”
2015
$700

Saneun Hwang
Lightscape series 3
Display trans backlight paper
(edition of 8)
9”x12”
2015
$700

Natsuko Hattori
First Dream
Fabric (dresses and kimono) sewn
cotton, wire. Sewing by hand.
48”x48”
2018
$8,000

Saneun Hwang
Lightscape series 4
Display trans backlight paper
(edition of 8)
9”x12”
2015
$700

Zofie King
Nocebo
Found objects, acrylic, transfers,
plexiglass, placebo pills
16.5”x32”x1.5”
2016
$2,200

Zofie King
Confabulation Carnival
Found objects, acrylic, transfers on puzzle, plywood, motor,
thread, plexiglass
16.5”x32”x1.5”
2016
$2,200

Nat Girsberger
Drop Down
Analog collage
7”x5.5”
2017
$800

Sarawut Chutiwongpeti
The Critical Time of the World
Civilization
Single Chanel Projection or LCD
Screen.
03:49 Min
2015 (Re-edit)
$10,000

Nat Girsberger
Not What I Expected
Analog collage
7”x11”
2017
$1.200

Honnete Bas
+ Was Young Acrylic on canvas
30”x48”
2016
$2,200

Nat Girsberger
Road Trip
Analog collage
7”x11”
2017
$1.000

Honnete Bas
+ Crave Touch Acrylic on canvas
30”x48”
2016
$2,200

Nat Girsberger
Tuned In
Analog collage
6”x9”
2017
$1.000

Honnete Bas
+ Scared Away Acrylic on canvas
14”x14”
2016
$1,200

Carrie Able
Five
Oil on linen
36”x36”
2018
$12.000
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ABOUT
GALLERY
Carrie Able Gallery opened in September 2016 in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. The gallery showcases the work
of the renowned artist, Able, amongst the most exciting
emerging visual artists. The artists showcased are discovered via an open submission policy and are evaluated by Lead Curator, Damien Anger, based solely on
the art itself without consideration of CV or biographical information. While a commercial gallery, Carrie Able
Gallery is mission based. The chalk board front door of
the space showcases an ongoing community ephemeral
art project. The gallery also hosts free monthly art classes for 8-12 year olds as well as a free monthly event,
Living Arts Night, where poets and musicians are welcome to share their work. Carrie Able Gallery is a proud
partner of the National Parks Arts Foundation. Private
gallery tours are available upon request. Translation services are available in French, Italian and Mandarin. Keep
up to date with the Carrie Able’s Gallery’s happenings
on the free app available in google play and the apple
app store.

DAMIEN ANGER
Damien Anger is an art historian and curator. He has
worked in several galleries in Paris, France, and also
as a curatorial assistant in museums. He is also a PhD
candidate from Universite Sorbonne, Paris, focusing
on Queer censorship in American Art from 1969 to
2011. He completed a M.A. in contemporary art history in 2016 and his master’s thesis was centered
on the art censorship in the conceptual artworks of
Hans Haacke. In 2014, Damien received a B.A. from
Ecole du Louvre, Paris. His research interests also
include undergrounds art scenes, post-conceptual
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